
COOKIE POLICY

What are cookies?

Cookies are small text files stored on a terminal device (computer, smartphone, etc.) that can collect
and  record  information  about  the  user  (personalized  and  -  usually  -  non-personalized,  i.e.  not
identifying  the natural  person),  such as  metadata  of  the device  from which you connect  to  the
website,  the  type  of  Internet  browser  used,  location  data,  the  manner  of  moving  around  the
website).

From the perspective of durability, cookies can be divided into:

 session cookies, which are temporary files and remain on the user's device until logging out of
the website or switching off the software (web browser);

 permanent, which remain on the user's  device for the time specified in the parameters of
cookies or until they are manually deleted by the user.

Some cookies are necessary to ensure proper functioning of the website, in other cases, cookies may
serve the purposes of the website administrator or third parties. These purposes may include, for
example, statistical and analytical purposes (e.g. website effectiveness research), security purposes
(e.g.  information  about  unauthorized  activity  of  the  website  user)  and  marketing  purposes
(increasing sales effectiveness).

The user can usually manage cookies using appropriate tools, usually settings in the web browser.

Information about the administrator

The administrator of the website at www.lapacchiawoolart.com is Patricia Wiesiollek Tkocz.

To  contact  the  Administrator,  you  can  send  a  message  to  the  e-mail  address:
shop@lapacchiawoolart.com or send a letter to: Zakładowa 9A, 47-100 Strzelce Opolskie.

Information about your obligation under the Telecommunications Law

According to current legislation (Article 173 of the Telecommunications Law), storing information or
accessing  information  already  stored  in  a  telecommunications  terminal  equipment  is  permitted
provided that you have given your consent. Consent to the use of cookies by the website may be
given by means of the software settings installed in the telecommunications terminal  equipment
used by you.

For what purpose and on what basis we use cookies

The  Administrator  uses  cookies  for  the  following  purposes,  resulting  from  the  legally  justified
interests of the Administrator (basis of art. 6 par. 1 letter f):

 enabling  the use of  the portal  and its  functionalities  (files  necessary,  e.g.  to  maintain  the
session in the online store, proper navigation through the pages),

 ensuring security of the website on which the administrator's portal operates, security of the
website and its users,

 adjusting the portal to the user's preferences (files recording settings such as language, region,
opened subpages, other actions on the administrator's portal),



 improving the quality and effectiveness of the website and its individual elements (with the
use  of  files  collected  for  analytical  and  statistical  purposes,  measuring,  for  example,  the
frequency of visits to individual pages, the time spent browsing them),

 marketing  purposes,  aimed at  increasing  the volume of  sales  of  products  through,  among
others, the use of marketing tools based on the processing of cookies.

In connection with fulfilling the purposes described, the administrator may process, among other
things, the following data and metadata: about the device you use to browse the website, including
information about the operating system and unique IP identifier, type of web browser, location.

The administrator uses, among others, the following marketing tools

Google ads - in order to better match ads to users' preferences the Administrator uses cookies which
collect  only  basic  information  about  users'  behavior  on  www.lapacchiawoolart.com  and  their
interests. All the information is anonymous and its purpose is to match, as closely as possible, the ads
displayed on the Google search engine and on other websites with tools such as Google AdWords
and  DoubleClick.  Detailed  information  on  the  technologies  used  by  Google  can  be  found  at:
https://policies.google.com/technologies/types?hl=pl.

remarketing - one of the options offered by Google in the Google AdWords service, which consists in
showing you text and graphic advertisements on various websites or - in the case of the so-called
dynamic remarketing - advertisements containing, for example, products you have viewed on the
www.lapacchiawoolart.com website.

Facebook ads - in order to better target ads and tailor the message to a specific group of users and
measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on Facebook, the Administrator uses Facebook
cookies which are used to present ads and to recommend offers and products to people who may be
interested in them. The user can adjust the displayed ads to their preferences at any time. More
information about the service can be found on Facebook's website.

Analysis using Google Analytics - in order to better understand user intentions, the Administrator
uses  Google  cookies,  which  collect  anonymously  only  basic  information  about  user  activity  on
www.lapacchiawoolart.comi. They are used to report traffic sources, analyze user behavior on the
website and to test the effectiveness of promotional activities.

Due to the fact that the Administrator uses marketing tools provided by Google, personal data may
be transferred outside the European Economic Area, among others to the USA.

The Administrator ensures that transfer of data to entities operating in the United States takes place
with the use of  appropriate safeguards,  on the basis  of  an appropriate agreement  between the
Administrator  and such entity  containing  standard contractual  clauses  adopted by  the European
Commission.

Right to object

If we process data about you for analytical, statistical or marketing purposes, you have the right to
object.

You can make such an objection at the following Internet address: shop@lapacchiawoolart.com.

Objection to processing of personal data concerning you - if such data is processed - will result in
immediate cessation of processing for this purpose.

https://policies.google.com/technologies/types?hl=pl


You also have the right to lodge a complaint to the supervisory authority - the President of the Office
for Personal Data Protection (current contact details are available at: www.uodo.gov.pl ) and the
right to seek legal remedies in court.

With regard to your other rights (erasure, data modification, restriction of processing), it is up to you
to decide what data is recorded on the devices you use to connect to www.lapacchiawoolart.com.

How can you control cookies?

The best way to manage the cookies that are installed on the device

device used by the user of the www.lapacchiawoolart.com website is by selecting the appropriate
settings

in the web browser used by you (e.g. Microsoft Edge, Chrome, Firefox, Opera), which in most cases
have functionalities allowing to block selected cookies. Detailed information on this subject can be
found in the "help" panel of a given browser.

Managing Analytical Cookies

You may opt out of anonymous recording of your activities on the site using analytical cookies. The
privacy policy adopted by Google and information on how to opt out of cookies can be found at the
following addresses:

 Google Analytics: http://www.google.com/analytics/learn/privacy.html

http://www.google.com/analytics/learn/privacy.html
http://www.lapacchiawoolart.com/

